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(57) ABSTRACT

A method for inputting a plurality of characters in a wireless

portable terminal of the type having a memory for storing a

plurality of characters and a plurahty of indices associated

with each one of the plurality of characters, comprising the

steps of: determining if a mode for inputting a character is

selected; displaying at least one character along with at least

one index associated thereto in response to the selection of

the character-input mode; determining if the key data cor-

responding to the index is inputted; and, displaying and

storing the associated character corresponding to the index

when the key data corresponding to the index is inputted.

17 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets
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METHOD OF INPUITING CHARACTERS IN In accordance with one embodiment of the present

A WIRELESS PORTABLE TERMINAL invention, a method of inputting a plurality of characters in

a wireless portable terminal includes a memory for storing

CLAIM OF PRIORITY the plurality of characters and a plurality of indices associ-

... , r . . * »u 5 ated with each one of the plurality of characters for each of
Th\s application makes reference to, mcorporates the . ^ , • • u * e

• ji- iiL f« • J or character modes, compnsmg the steps or:
same herein, and claims all benents accruing under 35 > r & r

U.S.C. Section 119 from an application for METHOD OF determining if a character-input mode is selected;

INPUTTING CHARACTERS IN A WIRELESS POR- displaying at least one character along with at least one

TABLE TERMINAL filed earlier in the Korean Industrial index associated therewith in response to the selection

Property OfEce on Mar. 29, 1999 and there duly assigned of the character-input mode;

Sen No. 10743/1999. determining if a key data corresponding to the index is

inputted; and,

displaying and storing an associated character allocated to

1. Field of the Invention ^5 the index when the key data corresponding to the index

The present invention relates to the inputting of character is inputted,

data in a wireless portable terminal, and more particularly to

a method of easily inputting the character data by minimiz

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

BRIEF DESCRlPnON OF THE DRAWINGS

ing the number of times a user has to depress the key pad. The foregoing and other objects, features and advantages

2. Description of the Related Art 20 of the present invention will become more apparent from the

In general, the development of wireless portable terminals following detailed description when taken in conjunction

follows the continuing trend toward carrying a smaUer and with the accompanying drawmgs in which:

lighter tenminal. As the size of a wireless portable tenninal FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram illustrating the

becomes smaller, the space occupied by the input key pad in construction of a wireless portable terminal according to the

the wireless portable terminal also has to become smaller. preferred embodiment of the present invention;

For this reason, most wireless portable terminals include FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating the process of imple-

only the basic function keys and the numeral keys. mealing the character inputting operation according to the

Meanwhile, the diverse function of the wireless portable preferred embodiment of the present invention; and,

terminal leads to a trend towards increasing the number of piG. 3 is a schematic view illustrating a display unit and
keys necessary to faciUtate the different needs. ^ key input portion according to the preferred embodiment

In order to solve the above-mentioned problem in a given of the present invention,

basic function key, a variety of operations is executed and

ordered but depends on the number of times and the duration DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
that a particular key is depressed. That is, one key can PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
perform multiple functions by manipulating how and how Reference to the preferred embodiments of the present
often a given key pad is pressed. It is easier to set a key for invention. In the following description of the present inven-
performing one package operation. For example, a numeral tion will now be made in greater detail, numerous specific
"1" key may be depressed extendedly for a predetermined details, such as concrete process routines, are set forth to

period of time for selecting a specific function. provide a more thorough understanding of the present inven-

Yet, there has been a problem that, when having to input tion. It will be apparent, however, to those skilled in the art

a plurality of characters, the key input portion of the wireless that the invention may be practiced other than according to

portable tenminal does not basically have a sufficient number the previously mentioned specific details. For the purpose of

of numeral keys to correspond individually to all different clarity, a detailed description of well-known functions and

characters. Thus, the different characters are inputted in 45 configurations incorporated herein will be omitted as it may
accordance with the depression frequency and the duration make the subject matter of the present invention rather

of the key pad depression. Thus, the conventional wireless unclear.

portable terminal allows a plurality of characters to be piG. 1 is a schematic block diagram illustrating the

allocated to one numeral key, thus the desired character to be construction of a wireless portable terminal according to the

inputted depends on the frequency of depressing the key 50 preferred embodiment of the present invention,

pad. For example, in order to input a letter of the alphabet ^ shown in FIG. 1, a controller 100 is adapted to control
from "A," "B.," or "C", the same numeric key pad "2" has the overall operation of a wireless portable terminal and
to be pressed at a different number of times depending on perform the control operation in a character-input mode
which letter of the alphabet is desired to be inputted. ' according to a preferred embodiment of the present inven-
Accordingly, a user suffers the inconvenience of having to 55 tion. A memory 110 includes a ROM (Read Only Memory)
depress the same key too many times which results in the and a RAM (Random Access Memory) for storing
waste of operating time and inefficiency in inputting char- programs, data, and voice. It stores the data for each of the

character modes according to an embodiment of the present

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION invention. A transmitter/receiver, i.e., a transceiver 120

60 serves to perform the frequency conversion operation for

Therefore, an object of the invention is to provide a transmitting and receiving a signal in the wireless portable

method of minimizing the frequency that a user's depresses tenninal. A signal processor 130 converts an audio signal

the key pad upon inputting the character data in a wireless inputted to a microphone into a digital signal for apphcation

portable terminal. to the transmitter/receiver 120, and demodulates a signal

It is another object of the invention to provide a method 65 received by an antenna to output the demodulated signal as

of easily inputting the character data in a wireless portable an audio signal through a speaker to the outside. A display

terminal. unit 140 may include an LCD (Liquid Crystal Display)
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adapted to display a variety of information data generated

from the wireless portable terminal on the viewing screen

thereof. A key input portion 150 allows for the execution of

the interfacing operation between a user and a wireless

portable terminal, and it includes various function keys such

as numeric keys, an alphanumeric key and related keys, and

a plurality of other keys for operating the wireless portable

terminal, such as a PWR key and a SEND key. The key input

portion 150 also generates the key data in response to the

depression of one of the plurality of keys by a user which is

applied to the controller 100.

FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating the process of imple-

menting the character inputting operation according to the

preferred embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 3 is a schematic view illustrating the display unit and

the key input portion according to the preferred embodiment

of the present invention.

The character inputting operation according to the pre-

ferred embodiment of the present invention will be

described in detail hereinafter with reference to FIGS. 1 to

3.

First, at step 200, the controller 100 determines whether

a user selects the character-input mode. The term,

"character-input mode" refers to a mode allowing for char-

acter input operation required for storing of a telephone

number or the input of a schedule with characters. If it is

determined in step 200 that the character-input mode is

selected, the program proceeds to step 210 at which the

controller 100 allows the characters of the selected character

mode to be displayed along with indices associated there-

with. FIG. 3 shows an example of displaying a plurality of

characters of the selected character mode and a plurality of

indices each allocated to an associated one of the characters.

In FIG. 3, a lower-case letter mode in an English mode is ^5

illustrated. That is, a user depresses the key, "7", on a

plurality of numeric keys of the key input portion 150 to

input the character, "g", following having already inputted

the characters "M-o-o-n-l-i" in an effort to input the term

"Moonlight." A plurality of alphabet characters and a plu-

rality of indices each corresponding to one associated alpha-

bet character in a lower-case letter mode of an English mode
is expressed in Table 1 below.

45

TABLE l-continued

TABLE 1

ADDRESSES CHARACTERS INDICES

] a 1

2 b 2

3 c 3

4 d 4

5 e 5

6 f 6

7 g 7

8 h S

9 9

10
j

01

11 k 02

12 1 03

13 m 04

14 n 05

15 0 06

16 P 07

17 q OS

IS r 09

19 s 10

20 t 12

2J u 13

22 V 14

23 w 15

15

20

25

30

40

55

60

65

ADDRESSES CHARACTERS INDICES

24 X 16

25 y 17

26 z 18

27 19

It should also be noted that the selection of a character

mode can be executed by a Korean alphabet/English-

converting operation by pressing the key, "#>", included in

the key input portion 150, as shown in FIG. 3. Moreover, a

different combination of languages can be implemented in

the present invention. A vowel/consonant-converting opera-

tion and an upper-case/a lower-case letter-converting opera-

tion can be achieved by pressing the key, "<*", included

therein during the selecting operation of the character-input

mode. In FIG. 3, only the lower-case letter mode in the

English mode is represented, but the Korean alphabet mode
may be stored in such a fashion that it is divided into a

consonant mode and a vowel mode. For the purpose of

illustration, the indices each corresponding to an associated

one of the plurality of characters in the English lower-case

letter mode as shown in Table 1 is used.

Now, an explanation of the character inputting process

according to the preferred embodiment of the present inven-

tion will be given in detail hereinafter with reference to FIG.

2.

First, at step 200, the controller 100 determines whether

an index data is inputted from the key input portion 150. At

step 220, if the key data of "7" is inputted, the controller 100

recognizes the keyed-in value corresponding to "7" as "g** in

the English lower-case letter mode, as set forth in the preset

character values. Then, the program proceeds to step 230 at

which the controller 100 allows the associated character

corresponding to the inputted numeral to be displayed on the

display unit 140 and allows the associated character to be

stored in the memory 110. At the subsequent step 240, the

controller 100 determines whether the last key data is

inputted. If it is determined at step 240 that the last key data

is not inputted, the program returns to the previous steps 210
where the controller 100 performs the following steps 210
through 240 again. In the preferred embodiment of the

present invention, a plurality of characters and a plurality of

indices are stored in the memory 110 in such a fashion that

each of the plurality of indices is matched to an associated

one of the plurality of characters. Also, when an index data

is inputted, the associated character corresponding to the

index data is supposed to be displayed and stored.

However, when a user wishes to input a numeric value

during the character-input operation, the desired numeric

number can not be inputted by pressing the desired numeric

key pad. In order to avoid this problem, a different scheme

is used. A user can input the desired numeral in the following

method. That is, if a user wants to input a specific numeric

value during the character-input mode, the input operation of

the desired numeral can be executed by depressing the key

of the desired numeral twice. As seen apparently from the

Table 1, it should be understood that there is no pair having

the identical numerals (e.g., "11", "22", "33") in the indices

of Table 1. Accordingly, the numeric value can be inputted

without confusing the already existing pre-recorded index

data or character data.

To describe briefly the character input operation accord-

ing to the embodiment of the present invention, the charac-
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ters to be inputted and the indices associated with each one

of the characters are stored together in the memory 110.

When the character-input mode is selected, one or more
characters of any one of the English mode, the Korean

alphabet mode, or other language mode as well as one or 5

more indices associated with these different characters are

displayed on the display unit 140, as illustrated in FIG. 3.

UTien, when the numeral key pad corresponding to an index

data is keyed-in, the keyed-in index data is recognized as

one of the preset characters associated to the keyed-in index

data; thus, the associated character to the keyed-in index

data is displayed on the display unit 140 and stored in the

memory 110.

As described above, the character input method of the

present invention provides an advantage that when a char-

acter data is inputted, the frequency for the user for depress-

ing a given key in the prior art is miDimized; thus, the

character message can be easily inputted and the eflSciency

in the use of the wireless portable terminal is enhanced.

While the preferred embodiments of the present invention

have been illustrated and described, it will be understood by

those skilled in the art that various changes and modifica-

tions may be made, and equivalents may be substituted for

elements thereof without departing from the true scope of

the present invention. In addition, many modifications may
be made to adapt to a particular situation to the teaching of 25

the present invention without departing from the central-

scope thereof. Therefore, it is intended that the present

invention not be limited to the particular embodiment dis-

closed as the best mode contemplated for carrying out the

present invention, but that the present invention includes all 30

embodiments falling within the scope of the appended

claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A method of inputting a plurality of characters in a

wireless portable terminal having a memory for storing the 35
plurahty of characters and a plurality of indices associated

with each one of the plurality of characters, comprising the

steps of:

(a) determining whether a character mode for inputting

the characters is selected;

(b) displaying at least one character and at least one index

number associated with the one character if the

character-input mode is selected;

(c) determining whether at least one key corresponding to

the displayed index number is inputted; and, 45

(d) displaying the character associated with the inputted

index number and storing the displayed character in the

memory.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the index

number corresponds to one of numeral keys included in the 50

terminal.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the character

mode comprises a Korean alphabet mode having a

consonantA^owel mode and an English mode having an

upper-case/lower case letter mode.
4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the character

mode comprises a combination of English mode and other

language mode with an upper-case/lower case letter mode.
5. The method according to claim 1, wherein an input of

a numeric value during the character-input mode is executed

by depressing the key corresponding to the numeric value

twice.

6. The method according to claim 1, wherein the method
further comprises the step of displaying the character and the

index number displayed in the step (b) following the step

(d). 65

7. A method of inputting a plurality of characters in a

wireless portable terminal having a memory for storing the

,390 Bl
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plurality of characters and a plurality of indices associated

with each one of the plurality of characters, comprising the

steps of:

(a) deteiinining whether a character mode for inputting

the characters is selected;

(b) displaying the plurality of characters and a plurality of

index numbers associated with the plurality of charac-

ters on the terminal if the character-input mode is

selected;

(c) determining whether at least one key corresponding to

one of the index numbers is inputted; and,

(d) displaying the character associated with the inputted

index number and storing the displayed character in the

memory.
8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the index

number corresponds to one of numeral keys included in the

terminal.

9. The method according to claim 8, wherein the character

mode comprises a Korean alphabet mode having a

consonantA^owel mode and an English mode having an

upper-case/lower case letter mode.
10. The method according to claim 7, wherein the char-

acter mode comprises a combination of English mode and

other language mode with an upper-caseAower case letter

mode.
11. The method according to claim 8, wherein an input of

a numeric value during the character-input mode is executed

by depressing the key corresponding to the numeric value

twice.

12. The method according to claim 7, wherein the method

further comprises the step of displaying the plurality of

characters and the plurality of index numbers displayed in

the step (b) following the step (d).

13. A method of inputting a plurality of characters in a

wireless portable terminal having a memory for storing the

plurality of characters and a plurality of indices associated

with each one of the plurahty of characters, comprising the

steps of:

(a) determining whether a character mode for inputting

the characters is selected;

(b) displaying the plurality of characters and a plurality of

index numbers associated with the plurality of charac-

ters on the terminal if the character-input mode is

selected;

(c) determining whether at least one key corresponding to

one of the index numbers is inputted; and,

(d) displaying the character associated with the inputted

index number on the terminal and storing the displayed

character in the memory,

(e) displaying the plurality of characters and the plurality

of index numbers displayed in the step (b) on the

terminal.

14. The method according to claim 13, wherein the index

number corresponds to one of numeral keys included in the

terminal.

15. The method according to claim 13, wherein the

character mode comprises a Korean alphabet mode having a

consonantA^owel mode and an English mode having an

upper-case/lower case letter mode.
16. The method according to claim 13, wherein the

character mode comprises a combination of English mode
and other language mode with an upper-case/lower case

letter mode.
17. The method according to claim 13, wherein an input

of a numeric value during the character-input mode is

executed by depressing the key corresponding to the

numeric value twice.
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